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Abstract-Computations of the pressure field of ultrasound transducers generally are done by numerically integrating a function that
represents contributions from monopole sources distributed over
the
surface of the transducer. The function is a sinusoid, with an envelope
that varies smoothly over the limits of integration. These computations
can be speeded up by expressing the slowly changing envelope of the
integrand as a polynomial, and thus converting the integral into one
that can be solved in closed
form. This accelerates the computations
by a factor of about 10 or more without compromising accuracy.

quency components in a pulse is obtainedby applying the
Taylor series expansion. The main drawback of the Taylor series is the requirement for a large number of terms
in the expansion to provide an adequate representation of
the field at points moderately faroff axis or at frequencies
significantlyawayfrom
thereferencefrequencyfora
broad-band pulse [ 101.
An alternative algorithm for calculating the beam profile for a single element circular transducer is reported
here. Although this algorithm is not as fast as the Taylor
I. INTRODUCTION
N MANY AREAS of medical ultrasound research, it is series expansion, it does not have the restrictions previously mentioned. It performs well in calculating the presnecessary to quantify the pressure field of pulsed, focused transducers [ l]-[3]. A common approach is to eval- sure everywhere in the field including the near field and
uate the Rayleigh surface integral [4] at each field point, points at large distances from the axis of the transducer.
where the integration is done over the active area of the
11. REPRESENTATION
OF THE PRESSURE
FIELD
transducer. This approach is rigorous for a uniform plane
piston radiator, but for focused transducers, the result is
To calculate the sinusoidal pressure at field point Q of
considered an approximation because secondary diffracthe transducer for some frequency W, a two-dimensional
tion is not taken into account [5]. However, the integral
(2-D) integral is required:
provides accurate results for focused transducers as long
as the radius of curvature is large compared to the acoustic wavelength, [5], [6]. One difficulty with these computations is that large CPU times are required, even on a
main frame computer, because they generally involve twodimension numerical integrations of complex exponential where ds“ is the area element at position F” on the transfunctions. For a disk or spherical shell focused transducer ducer surface (see Fig. 1.) and S is the total radiating surthe double integral over the transducer surface can be re- face of the transducer. kc is the complex wavenumber,
duced to a single integral [6], [7] that
is solved numeri- given by
cally. Even with this improvement Gaussian quadrature
kc = W / C ( W )
icy(w) = k + h ( w )
(2)
(GQ) integration techniques used thus far in our laboratory [7], [8] require extensive CPU time, especially where
where W is the angular frequency, c ( W ) is the speed of
large volumes, say greater than 27 cubic centimeters, and
sound, cy ( W ) the attenuation coefficient and k = W / C , is
broad-band pulses are involved.
the wave number.
Substantial time savings are realized using a Taylor seFor adisc-shaped or acircularlysymmetricfocused
ries approximation, expansion being done with respect to
transducer, the double integral can be reduced to a single
theultrasoundfrequency[9],
[lo]. For each field point
one [7] having the form
only one numerical integration is done to calculate Taylor
series coefficients. The pressure at that point for all fre-
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Fig. I . Coordinates used for determining pressure at field point Q. Origin
is at center of radiating disk, z-axis is along axis of symmetry of disk
and x is distance from Q to z-axis. r is vector from origin to field point
and k “ is vector from origin to point on disk surface.
Fig. 3. Illustration of parameters used in (3)-(7) for computing pressure
field for single element transducer (adapted from Timothy Hall’s doctoral thesis).

This integrand is an enveloped sinusoidal function. The
number of cyclesin the integrand can be large, depending
C‘ and D’.
on the frequency and the difference between
However, the envelope of the sinusoidal function changes
points on the arc have 0
slowly as r’ vanesfrom C‘ to D’.Itsshape is mainly
the same distance to Q /
determined by p ( r ‘ ) since theattenuationpartonly
changes slightly in the small distance from C‘ to D’.The
actual shape of p ( r ‘ ) depends on whether the field point
is in Region I or Region 11, shown in Fig. 3. In Region I,
Fig. 2. When computing pressure at point Q, transducer is viewed as con6
( r ’ ) monotonically changes from 0 to T when r’ goes
sisting of two parts. One part is smaller disk transducer whose axis of
from
C’ to D’.An example is given in Fig. 4, which
symmetry is through Q and for which contribution to pressure is nonintegral term. Other part is divided into arcs along which phase of
wave
shows p ( r’ ) as well as p ( r‘ ) cos (kr’ ) at the point z =
contributing to pressure at point Q is same. C‘ and D‘ are minimum and
40 mm, x = 5 mm, for a 3.5-MHz, 18.8-mm diameter
maximum distances from Q to this part of transducer.
transducer that has a radius of curvature of 10.97 cm. (It
is assumed that the medium has a speed of soundof 1561
m
/ s at centerfrequencyand
an attenuationcoefficient
the edge, see Fig. 2. These distances are given by
slope of 0.5 db/cm-MHz. ) Fig. 5 gives the integrand for
C‘ = [ ( A ’
S’
2As cos ( a + q!~)]”~ ( 4 ) a field point at z = 40 mm and x = 10 mm, for the same
condition as the previous figure. This field point is in ReD‘ = [ ( A 2 S’ 2As cos (a - 4)]”*
(5)
gion 11, where p ( r ’ ) vanes from 0 to a maximum value,
where the angles q!J and @ are seen in Fig. 3.
then drops back to0. Notice that in this case the integrand
p ( r’ ) is essentially half of the angle of the arc on the has more than 10 cycles.
The basic idea of the fast algorithm reported in this patransducer with the same distance r’ to the field point Q .
(3 ( r’ ) is deduced in [7],
per is that the slowly changing envelopes
in Figs. 4 and

+
+

+
+

.

The quantity F is given by
eikc(A-su)

F =

[Tu

0,

*

-

exp(ik,JA’

+ S * + 2As cos ( @ - $ c ) ) ] ,

in region I of Fig. 3

in region I1 of Fig. 3

(7)

5 can be expanded into a limited term polynomial, and
where (T = h / / h / .
thus the integralin (8) can be converted into a closed
form.
In (3), the transducer is viewed as consisting of two
We can rewrite the exponential in (8) as
parts, as shown in Fig. 2 . F represents the contribution of
a “smaller focused transducer” whose axisis through the
e -ikcr‘ - e - a ( u ) r ’ [cos ( k r ’ ) i sin ( k r ’ ) ] . ( 9 )
field point. The integral accounts for the contribution from
the rest of the transducer.
Thustheenvelopeoftheintegrand is p ( r’ ) e
. P(r’>
is only a function of the
field point location, while the
111. THEFASTALGORITHM
attenuation part is a function of both the location and the
The most time consuming computational part of (3) is
frequency. We make an approximation that allows a separation of the attenuation term into a location dependent
part and a frequency dependent part. The latter can then
f ( r ’ , W) =
f l ( r f ) e i k c rdr’.
’
(8)
be pulled out of the integral. Expanded at the center fre-

+
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The envelope may be represented by a polynomial of order N as
N

e.4

p(r~)e-ao(r‘-ro)

e.0

C

=

A;

r’j.

(13)

;=0

1.6

L .e

Equation (12) then becomes

8.E

0,4

I, =

0.8
-8.4

-8.8

c Aj 1
N

OD’

j=O

C’

r’J cos (kr’ ) dr’ .

Similarly, the imaginary part, Zi looks like

-1.2
-1.6

39.5

c‘ 48.8

90.5

41 . m

41 . S

42.8

D’

92.5

r’(mm)

Fig. 4 . Envelope function p ( r ’ ) versus dummy variable of integration, r ’ ,
plotted for pointinregion
I shown in Fig. 3. Here p ( r ’ ) changes
monotonicallyfrom ?r to 0 as r’ variesfrom C’ to D’. This plot is for
pointat x = 5 mmand 2 = 40 mm. P ( r ’ ) cos ( k r ’ ) for W = 3.5-MHz
is also shown.
Beta(r’)

I, =

c Ai 1
N

OD’

j=O

C’

r‘j

-

sin (kr’)dr‘

The integrals in (14) and (15) have closed forms. They
can be computed recursively by the following formulas:

r” cos ( k r ‘ ) dr‘ = - [sin ( k D ’ ) - sin
k

8.75j

-

k

1

r” - 1 sin ( k r ’ ) d r ’ .

-r ’J
r’J sin ( k r ’ ) d r ‘ = -[COS ( k D ’ ) k

,.,,.!...

-9.75

39

c’

, , , , . , . , ,

YO

41

, . , , , , . . .

, , , . . , . , ,

42

,,.,....,

43

(kc’)]

COS

(kc’)]

I

I . . , , . . . . ,

44

D’

9s

The total integral in (8) becomes

r ‘( m m)

Fig. 5 . p ( r ) in region I1 changes from 0 to maximum value, then returns
to 0 as r’ varies from C‘ to D’.This plot is for point at x = 10 mm and
z = 40 mm. P ( r ’ ) cos ( k r ’ ) for W = 3.5-MHz is also plotted.

quency

W,

and mean distance ro as

a(o) r’ = a(o) ro

+ cyo -

(r’ - ro).

(10)

IV. CONSIDERATIONS
I N IMPLEMENTATION
In programming (18), several steps have been taken to
optimize the performance. First, we further divide the integral range (C‘, D ‘ ) into m subranges as

Here a. = CY ( W ) , is the attenuation coefficient at the
centerfrequency w0. Thustheattenuation C Y ( W ) * r‘ is
r D’
PDI
r h
J f’dr’= J f’dr‘+ f’dr’f
represented as the sum of two parts. One partis the actual
C’
C’
c2
frequency dependent attenuation coefficient multiplied
by
D“
D’
a constant distance ro, which is equal to the average ofC’
f ’ dr’
+
dr’
and D ’ ; the second part is the center frequency attenuation
coefficient times the difference between
r’ and ro. For a
given field point any error due to this approximation can where C,, + I = D,,,
and f ‘ dr’ represents the integrand of
be made negligible by choice of integral parameters dis(17). This enables us to use a lower-order polynomial excussed in Section IV.
pansion and reduces the error for the attenuation approxEquation (8) can then be written as
imation. The size of each subrange influences both the
accuracyandthecomputationtime.Sincetheintegral
f( r ’ , W ) = e - a ( a ) m
-ao(r’-m)
range d ’ = D ‘ - C’ increases when the field point is furC‘
ther from the transducer axis, so does the number of sub[cos ( k r ’ ) i sin ( k r ‘ ) ]dr’. (11) ranges, m , if we want to keep the subrange size constant.
Thusthecomputationtimeforthepressureatapoint
Let I , be the real part of the integrand in (1 l ) , i.e.,
changes
with location.
D’
Secondly,
we shift the integral range from (C,,, D,,) to
I, =
p ( r r ) e - a o ( r ’ - - rcos
o) (kr’)dr‘.
(12)
(0, d ), where d is the size of the subrange, given by d =
C’

1
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d ‘ / m . This is done by a simple change of the variables rr
to r as
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=

Relative
amplitude

0
-

r r - C,,

Fast
Algorithm
Gaussian
Quadrature

d = D,, - C,,
This change greatly compresses the magnitude range
of
the polynomial and reduces computation errors.
The subrange size,d , and N are correlated since a larger
integral range needs a higher-order polynomial
N , but a
smaller number of subranges,m. For field points far away
from the beam axis, the number of integral subranges can
become large, consuming computation time proportionally with verylimitedimprovement
in accuracy. So, a
limitation of the subrange numberis set at M . When m >
M , m is set equal to M , and a larger integral subrange d
is used.
These stepsresult in threecomputationalparameters
that must be selected:

8’ql \

8.2
~~

8.8
8

16

20

Distance
from
axis
(mm)

(a)
Phaseangle
(degrees)
100

0
120

1) The size of the integral subrange, d .
2) The order of the polynomial, N .
3) The maximum number of integral subranges, M.

12

8

4

Quadrature

Fast
Algorithm
Gaussian

68
B

We computed the pressure fields of the transducer de-68
scribed in Section V with different combinations of these
parameters. Consider both accuracy and time savings, the - m
combination of N = 6, d = 0.25 mm and M = 10 per- - m m ? , , , , , , . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r , , . ,
forms well and is used in the following examples. Thus,
8
4
B
12
16
28
for each subrange, 6 differentvalues for r’ are used to
Distance
from
axis (mm)
generate simultaneous linear equations using(1 3). The A i
(b)
values are then obtained and usedin (16) and (17) to com- Fig.6.ComparisonbetweenbeamprofilescomputedusingFast
Algopute the pressure.
rithm and using 96 point Gaussian Quadrature routine. (a) Relative pres-

v.

RESULTS

All computations were done on a VAXstation
IIiGPX
microcomputerandtheprogramsweredevelopedwith
Fortran 77.
A . Lateral Beam Projile

We compared the results from a 96-pointGQ algorithm
and the fast algorithm for computation of the field from a
single element focused transducer. Calculations are done
along a line perpendicular to the transducer axis, and the
results are called “lateral beam profiles.” For the results
shown here, there are 50 points/cm used to represent the
profile. The transducer and the medium conditions are the
same as that previously mentioned ( 3.5-MHz, 18.8-mm
diameter transducer that has a radius of curvature
of 10.97
cm; the medium has a speed
of sound of 1561 m / s and
an attenuation coefficient slope of 0.5 db/cm-MHz).
Figs. 6(a) and (b) show plots of the pressure amplitude
and phase vs. distance from the axis of the transducer at
a depth of 10
cm and frequency of 3.5-MHz. Data are
presented for boththefastalgorithmand
theGaussian
quadrature. Both algorithms give nearly identical results.
Figs. 7(a) and (b)show that the fast algorithm produces
resultsthatare
very closetothoseobtainedwiththe
the
quadrature-even
Gaussian
when
isfield point
from far

sure amplitude; (b) Phase angle. Calculations are done for 3.5-MHz 18.8mm diameter, 10.97-cm radius of curvature transducer insonifying medium whose speed of sound is 1561 m / s at center frequency and whose
attenuation coefficient is 0.5 db/cm-MHz. This profile is at 10 cm from
transducer.

the transducer axis. Lateral beam profiles are shown out
to a distance of 40 mm at a depth that is well within the
near field of the transducer. In this example the data are
plotted on a logarithmic scale so that a comparison could
GQ algorithm at verylow
be made with results of the
relative amplitude levels.

B. Signals from Volumetric Scatterers
When calculating the echo signal from a volume containing scatterers [2] we take advantage of the fact that
the beam profile of a disk transducer is symmetric about
its axis. Each pressure data point actually determines the
pressure within a ring centered about the axis. The relative contributionto the echo signal from each
ring is given
by the pressure amplitude squared times the ring diameter.
To test the usefulness of the fast algorithm for these
computations we have computed the associated error, defined as the difference between results obtained with
it and
with a 96-point GQ integration routine. Let
amp( j , U )
be the Dressure amditude obtained with the fast algorithm
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TABLE I
COMPARISON
O F RESULTSO F LATERAL BEAM
PROFILE
COMPCTATIOYS
USING
T H E FAST ALGORITHM
A N D USING A 96-POINT GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE
ALGORITHM

Relative
amplitude
(db)

0

-

-e0

Fast
Algorithm
Gaussian
Quadrature

Frequency

Depth
(cm)

Angle
Amplitude
Phase
Error
(percent)

(MHz)
0.436 1 .S
1.387 3.5
2.560 5.5

4

Error
(degree)

0.545
1.356
2.380

Computation time for GQ 669.33 S
for Fast 94.84 S , 1 /7.54 of GQ

- Ir(B

0.406 I .S
2.330 3.5
4.4505.5

11
I0

5

0

IS

28

25

30

W

35

Distance
from
axis
(mm)

0.794
2.080
3.650

Computation time for GQ 646.90 S
for Fast 71.22 S. 1/9.0831 of GQ

(a)

0

Phase
angle
(degrees)

-

Fast
Algorithm
Gaussian
Quadrature

18.8-mmdiameter,11-cmradius
2-cm off axis.

of curvaturetransducer;

100 points,

I08

I28

TABLE I1
COMPARISON O b RESULTSO F L A F E R ABL
E A MPROFILECOMPLITATIONS USING
THE F 4 S T ALGORITHM
4 N D U S l Y G A 96-POINT GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE
ALGORITHM

68

B
-60

Frequency

Depth

(MHz)

(cm)

-lea

4
~

108

1

B

5 25

1028

'

"

'

~

~

~

I5

~

30

"

35

"

~

1

'

~

40

Distance
from
axis
(mm)

(b)
Fig. 7. ComparisonbetweenbeamprofilescomputedusingFastAlgorithm and using 96 point Gaussian Quadrature routine. (a) Relative pressure amplitude (note logarithmic scale
is used to show correspondence
over very large range of amplitudes); (b) Phase angle. Same transducer
and medium are used as in case of Fig. 6. This profile is at 4 cm from
transducer.

'

'

'

~

AnglePhasc
Amplitude
Error
(percent)

1.5
3.5~
5.5

0.174
0.450
0.906

Error
(degree)
0.122
0.294
0.451

Computation time for GQ 335.64 S
for Fast 43.88 S , 117.65 of GQ
11

0.122 1 . S
1.460 3.5
3.640 5.5

0.801
1.810
3.180

Computation time for G.Q. 321.48 S
for Fast 23.65 S , 1/13.65 of CQ
18.8-mm diamter, 1 l-cm radius of curvature transducer; 50 points, 1 cm

and ampo( j , W ) be the amplitude obtained with the GQ
at frequency W . j refers to the point in the lateral profile,
wherethedistancebetweenpoints
is b. Similarlylet
angl( j , W ) be the phase angle obtained using the fast algorithmand anglo( j , W ) bethephaseangleobtained
using the GQ.
The square of amplitude error is defined as
K

C

j= I

[amp(j,

2

W )

-

a m p o ( j , W > ] ( b . j12

K

The phase error is defined as
1

K

C
K , =I

-

langl(j, a) - anglo(j,

off axis.

percent error when using the fast algorithm
is lower for
lower frequencies and for situations where the beam profile does not have to be computed far from the transducer
axis.Divisionintoevenlargernumbers
of subranges
would decrease the percent error, but at the expense
of
longer computation times.
Alsoshown in thetablesarethecomputationtimes
needed for both routines. We can see that the time saving
is more when the field points are closer to the axis or further from the transducer. Near the radius of curvature of
the transducer the fast algorithm is nine times faster than
the Gaussian quadrature routine out to 2-cm off axis and
13 times faster if the profile is only 1 cm off axis.

W)(.

where K is the number of points calculated in the radial
direction of the beam profile.
Tables I and I1 present results of this test for a typical
transducer for three different ultrasound frequencies. The

VI. DISCUSSION
We have also compared results of backscatter coefficientdeterminations [3] whenthefastalgorithm
is utilized to compute pressure fields to results obtained using
a GQ routine for pressure field computations. Assuming
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an 18.3-mm diameter, 13.7-cm radius of curvature transducer and a phantom with tissue-like attenuation, results
obtained with the fast algorithm were within 0.7 percent
of those obtained using the GQ when the scattering volume was any where in the range of7-13.6 cm depth. The
1/ 10
computation time forthe fast algorithm was less than
of that for the GQ. Other depth ranges and transducer geometries produce similar results.
The algorithm described here is not necessarily as fast
as a Taylor series representation for pressure beam computations, also developed in our laboratory, particularly
when sampling densely in the frequency domain. However, the fast algorithmis not subject to the type of transaction errors that the Taylor series representation is [ 101.
Consequently, both routines would appear to have advantages.Forexample,theTaylorseriesseemsparticular
well suited for situations where the scattering volume
is
near the center of curvature of the transducer
or where the
range of frequencies is limited. The fast algorithm might
be advantageous as ageneralroutine or as a routine to
utilize prior to adapting the Taylor series.
In implementing the fast algorithm, the parameters ( N ,
d , M ) influence the results (accuracy and time) in many
ways. Different field locations need different parameters
to get the best results. Studies could be done to develop
an algorithm to assign sets of parameters for different lo-cations or different
accuracy
or computationtimeconstraints.
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